How Lumi by Pampers™ Helps Parents

See and know, at a glance, how your baby is doing, anticipate their needs, build your rhythm as a family.

Anticipate baby’s needs
With a quick glance, you can see both the monitor feed and the sensor data. You’ll know if baby is comfortable or if they might need feeding or changing soon, giving you reassurance at your fingertips.

Unlock baby’s sleep
Lumi automatically tracks your baby’s sleep 24/7 and charts it over time so you can discover their patterns and create a routine. Routine helps babies fall asleep faster, sleep longer and fuels brain development.

Personalized insights
Lumi transforms your baby’s data into unique insights and tips to help you gain a deeper understanding as they develop and grow. Get personalized insights and access content from experts including The Wonder Weeks®.

Securely share with other caregivers
Lumi lets parents extend access to their baby’s circle of caregivers, so they can all stay in the know, and manage permissions from the app.
Baby Monitoring, Revolutionized

Lumi by Pampers™ uniquely combines a smart HD video monitor with an activity sensor and brings the information together in an easy to use app – everything you need to know at a glance.

**Activity Sensor**
Seamlessly tracks baby’s sleep and diaper activity (wetness and number of diapers) 24/7

**Video Monitor**
Unbelievable resolution even at night. HD 1080p 180° wide angle, 2-way audio and continuous background audio. Also monitors room temperature and humidity.

**Lumi App**
Know how your baby is doing at a glance. See their patterns develop over time and create a routine that works for the whole family.

**Our Partners**
We connected with the most credible companies to bring the vision to life: Verily, a leader in platforms, sensors and software for health data with reputable scientists and engineers, and Logitech, a leader in consumer electronics with expertise in security camera technology.

**Availability**
Now available for purchase online in the United States

**Connected Care System**
Pricing: $349
- HD Video Monitor
- 1 Activity Sensor
- 2 packs of Lumi by Pampers™ Diapers

**Contact**
Mandy Treeby
treeby.aj@pg.com
551.209.6814

Sarah Baum
sarah.baum@mslgroup.com
914.584.3196

www.lumibypampers.com